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Resolume presents Fusion, a new, unique fluid simulation and compositing tool which was
specifically designed to bring the power and ease of use that are the hallmark of Fusion to traditional
fluid simulation and compositing methods. Fusion is fast. It is intuitive. And it is easy to learn. Fusion

is the only fluid simulation and compositing tool that can simultaneously simulate both fluids and
solids. It can also simulate smoke, steam, smoke/solids, haze and lighting. Fusion is also easy to

learn. It is a powerful fluid simulator that simulates bodies, interfaces and fine details and is simple
to use for the composition of photorealistic images. Fusion is just what the title says. It is a fusion of

the highly fluid simulation capabilities of the Resolume engine with an intuitive and powerful
compositing workflow. If you are looking to take your work to the next level Fusion is the ideal tool!
With fluid simulation capabilities that rivals expensive software, creative freedom, and ease of use

that makes it comfortable for pro and novice alike! Extreme speed, high productivity, and top
quality... there is no other program that matches Fusion 5. There is no other program that comes
with this level of support for audio, video, composite, NLE, graphics, and color. There is no other
program that gives you so much control over the look of your scene without compromising the

quality. Who should get Fusion? Fusion is ideal for anyone that demands top quality and speed in
their production workflow. Its also perfect for people with demanding audio and video projects. For
those types of projects, we highly recommend purchasing the new 6 year license, the new regular

license is valid for 3 years.
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Fusion 5.0 adds over 50 new innovations in image editing tools and in post production workflow
tools. Fusion for digital compositors provides an intuitive new node view with powerful page level

effects, an improved node inspector, new preview panels, and an all new, design-driven compositing
node editor. New filters make it even easier to create compelling looks and finishes, and an

advanced camera switcher makes it easier than ever to switch between photos and videos. The
enhanced network page for videos now lets you chain shots together with ease, and provide helpful
tips and hints to help you make the most out of your timeline. the 3d cinema director download full
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